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National News
1. In 36th National Games, Services over take Haryana to top table with 24 Golds

● On the 4th day of the 36th National Games, Services overtook Haryana to top the medal table with
24 Golds.

● In Athletics, Gulveer Singh of Services broke the National Games record in men’s 10000m clocking

28:54.29 to win gold. In the women’s 10000m race, Sanjivani Jadhav of Maharashtra bagged gold
with a time of 33:40.51.

● In Shooting, Punjab defeated Uttar Pradesh to win the 10m air pistol mixed team event. Maharashtra and Haryana win two bronze medals in the 10m air pistol mixed team.

● In Badminton, Telangana has won mixed team gold 3-0 against Kerala.
● Services lead the medals tally with 53 medals including 24 Gold, 14 silver, and 15 bronze followed
by Haryana with 50 medals including 22 gold, 16 silver, and 12 bronze.

● Uttar Pradesh has won 13 gold, 10 silver, and 8 bronze medals while Tamil Nadu has won 12 gold,
9 silver, and 12 bronze medals.

2. Maha Ashtami celebrations takes place in various parts of the country
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● The eighth day of Navratri or Nav Durga festival, Maha Ashtami is being celebrated in various parts
of the country with religious fervor today, October 3.

● Traditionally, the festival is observed for 9 days in Hindu households.
● It is mainly celebrated in the states of West Bengal, Assam, Uttar Pradesh, Gujarat, Bihar, Sikkim,
Odisha, and some other parts as well.

● On this day, Goddess Durga is worshiped by the devotees in the form of Maha Gauri.
● In Uttar Pradesh, people perform Kanya Pujan by organising feast for young girls, who are considered as a form of Goddess Durga.

● In Eastern and North Eastern states the Durga Puja, as it is called, begins from the Seventh day of
Navratri, and is celebrated for 5 days till Vijay Dashmi.

● Pandals are put up with Durga Idols on different themes, visited by people. People also play Garba
and Dandiya during Navratri.

● PM Modi has greeted people on the auspicious occasion of Maha Ashtami of Navratri. In a tweet,
Mr. Modi said, May Maa Mahagauri bring prosperity and success in everyone’s life.

3. Indigenously-developed Light Combat Helicopter, “Prachanda”, inducted into Indian Air
Force at Jodhpur in Rajasthan

● Defense Minister Rajnath Singh formally inducted the indigenously-developed Light Combat Helicopters (LCH) in the Indian Air Force at a ceremony held at Air Force Station, Jodhpur in Rajasthan.

● LCH would be inducted into the 143 Helicopter Unit. LCH has been named as ‘Prachanda’.
● Addressing the ceremony, Mr. Singh said induction of LCH not only adds to the combat capability of
the Air Force but is also a great leap towards the goal of Atmanirbhar Bharat.

● He added that the need for a combat helicopter was seriously felt during the Kargil War and LCH
is a culmination of two decades of effort to address this need.

● LCH has been developed by Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd (HAL). It is a state-of-the-art modern combat helicopter, primarily designed for deployment in high-altitude regions.

● LCH is the only attack helicopter in the world which can land and take-off at an altitude of 5,000 m
with a considerable load of weapons and fuel.
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4. Housing & Urban Affairs Minister Hardeep Puri addresses event on World Habitat Day in
New Delhi

● Housing and Urban Affairs Minister Hardeep Puri today, October 3, said that the need to focus on
habitat is greater than ever before.

● Addressing an event on the occasion of World Habitat Day in New Delhi, Mr. Puri said habitat
needs caring and habitat conservation is an important focus of the Narendra Modi government.

● The theme of World Habitat Day this year is “Mind the Gap. Leave No One and No Place Behind.” Mr.
Puri said this year’s theme draws inspiration from Sustainable Development Goals.

● The Minister pointed out that this year’s theme could not have a more be itting message. He emphasised the need for ensuring that the bene its of developments reach the needy. Mr. Puri said
everyone bears the responsibility of leaving behind a better habitat than what was inherited.

5. Indian-origin, Dr. Vivek Lall receives Lifetime Achievement Award by US President

● Indian-origin, Dr. Vivek Lall has been honoured with the Lifetime Achievement Award by US President Joe Biden with the citation of ‘With Grateful Recognition’.

● The citation was given to Dr. Lall by the AmeriCorps, which is a part of the US Government and
aims to foster activities that bring Americans closer together to “serve communities.”

● According to the of icial statement, the citation was personally signed by the President of the United States.

● Dr. Lall is an industry leader and Chief Executive Of icer of General Atomics.
● The company is a global leader in the specialised ields of nuclear technology and has developed
state-of-the-art

● Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) like the Predator, Reaper, and Guardian drones.
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6. PM launches YUVA 2.0 scheme for mentoring young authors

● Prime Minister’s Scheme for Mentoring Young Authors - YUVA 2.0 was launched yesterday, October
2, to promote reading, writing, and book culture in the country.

● In view of the signi icant impact of the irst edition of YUVA with large-scale participation from
young and budding authors in 22 different Indian languages and English, YUVA

2.0 has been launched.

● Education Ministry said, the launch of YUVA 2.0 (Young, Upcoming and Versatile Authors) is in

tune with the Prime Minister’s vision to encourage the youth to understand and appreciate India’s
democracy.

● It will help to develop a stream of writers who can write on a spectrum of subjects to promote the
Indian heritage, culture, and knowledge system.

● The Ministry said, a total of 75 authors will be selected through an All India Contest to be conducted through www.mygov.in

7. Sweden’s Svante Paabo wins 2022 Nobel Prize in Medicine

● The Nobel Prizes 2022 for medicine or physiology was awarded to Swedish geneticist Svante

Pääbo. Svante Pääbo was given the award “for his discoveries concerning the genomes of extinct
hominins and human evolution,” the Nobel Prize committee.

● Considered the most prestigious prize in the scienti ic world, it is awarded by the Nobel Assembly
of Sweden’s Karolinska Institute and is worth 10 million Swedish crowns ($900,357).

● Through his pioneering research, Svante Pääbo accomplished something seemingly impossible:
sequencing the genome of the Neanderthal, an extinct relative of present-day humans.

● He also made the sensational discovery of a previously unknown hominin, Denisova.
● Importantly, Pääbo also found that gene transfer had occurred from these now extinct hominins to
4
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Homo sapiens following the migration out of Africa around 70,000 years ago.

● This ancient low of genes to present-day humans has physiological relevance today, for example
affecting how our immune system reacts to infections.

● The prestigious award comes with a gold medal and 10 million Swedish kronor (over $1.14 million).

● The prize money comes from a bequest left by the prize’s creator, Swedish inventor Alfred Nobel,
who died in 1895.

8. Pegatron starts iPhone factory in Chennai, third such irm in India

● Pegatron third iPhone manufacturer in India: With the opening of a factory in Mahindra World City
in Chennai, Taiwan’s Pegatron became the third Apple supplier to establish a production facility
in India.

● It will put about Rs 1,100 crore into the facility, which might lead to the creation of 14,000 employment.

● The other two Apple suppliers with facilities in India are the Taiwanese companies Foxconn and
Wistron.

● The opening of Pegatron’s factory coincides with Apple’s anticipated relocation of at least a quarter
of its manufacturing operations to India by 2025.

● In February of last year, it and the Tamil Nadu government inked an agreement known as an MoU.
● The production-linked incentive programme of the central government received an application
from the electronics irm.

● Hosur, Coimbatore, and Sriperumbudur will be transformed into centres for the production of
electronics by Tamil Nadu.

● 20% of the nation’s electronics are produced with help from the state. Among the state’s main
investments are Samsung, Foxconn, Tata Electronics, and Dell. Stalin claimed that the government
was improving the supply chain.
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9. ISRO Scientist Elected As Vice President Of International Astronautical Federation

● Senior Indian Space Research Organization scientist Anil Kumar has been appointed as the
Vice-President of the International Astronautical Federation (IAF).

● Dr. Anil Kumar is currently serving as the Associate Director, of ISRO Telemetry, Tracking, and Command Network (ISTRAC).

● The International Astronautical Federation was founded in 1951. IAF is one of the world’s top
space advocacy bodies with 433 members in 72 nations.

● International Astronautical Federation Congress (IAC) is an annual space event and it is attended
by more than 6000 participants, IAC is organized by the IAF.

● The International Astronautical Federation Congress includes networking events, talks, and a
technical program on advances in science and exploration, applications, and operations, technology, infrastructure, and space and society.

By Sameer Singhal
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National News

1. President Draupadi Murmu launches ‘herSTART’ - a start-up platform of Gujarat University

● President Draupadi Murmu has said If the states move forward by learning and adopting each

other’s successful models, then India will de initely ensure its place as a developed country during
the Amrit Kal.

● The president was addressing a public gathering after launching ‘herStart’ -- a start-up platform of
Gujarat University for women entrepreneurs today in Ahmedabad.

● The President also inaugurated and laid the foundation stone for various projects related to education and tribal development at Gujarat University on the occasion.

● The projects include the virtual inauguration of ive highschools for tribals, laying the foundation

stone for a boy’s hostel in the Narmada district, and launching of ive infrastructure projects of the
education department.

● The president said the school education lays the foundation stone for improving India’s position in
the ield of science, research, and innovation. Ms. Murmu said India’s position in the Global innovation index 2022, has improved from earlier 81 to 14th place in recent times.

● The president said, besides encouraging the entrepreneurial endeavors of women, the ‘HerStart’
initiative will also link the women entrepreneurs with various private and government platforms.

2. NCC inaugurates All India Nau Sainik Camp at Visakhapatnam

● The All India Nau Sainik Camp-2022 (AINSC-22) of the National Cadet Corps commenced under
7
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the aegis of NCC Directorate (AP&T) at the campus of the Naval Children School (NCS), at 104
Area, Visakhapatnam, Andhra Pradesh on October 2 with the reporting of 612 cadets from 17 NCC
Directorates of the country.

● The camp was formally inaugurated by Air Commodore P Maheshwar, VM Deputy Director General, NCC (AP&T) Directorate who was the Chief Guest for the Opening Ceremony on 3 Oct 22.

● Air Commodore P Maheshwar congratulated the cadets for having been selected for the most pres-

tigious Naval NCC camp and exhorted them to compete with vigor keeping the ethics of fair play
uppermost in mind.

● He also lagged off the Ship-Modeling competition wherein each team will be making a naval ship
model capable of being propelled under battery power.

● All teams are fully trained to showcase their skills in other competitions namely Boat Pulling, Drill,

Semaphore, Service Subjects, Seamanship Practical, and Firing, which will be conducted in the next
07 days.

3. SC-ST hub conclave hosted by Ministry of MSME in Gujarat

● The Ministry of MSME hosted the National SC-ST Hub Conclave in Ahmedabad, Gujarat, to raise
awareness of the National SC-ST Hub Scheme and other Ministry programmes.

● Dr. Kirit Premjibhai Solanki, a member of parliament and chairman of the parliamentary standing

committee on the welfare of scheduled castes and scheduled tribes, as well as other important
dignitaries, attended the conclave.

● More than 300 SC-ST business owners attended the event. The keynote talk was given by Ms. Mer-

cy Epao, Joint Secretary, Ministry of MSME, after all the dignitaries and attendees were greeted
by Shri Gaurang Dixit, Chairman- cum-Managing Director, National Small Industries Corporation
Limited.

● The colloquium offered aspiring and established SC-ST business owners a forum for interaction
with CPSEs, inancing organisations, GeM, RSETI, TRIFED, etc.

● Speaking at the event, Dr. Solanki recommended that more SC-ST business owners in Gujarat State
take use of the NSSH Scheme’s bene its.
8
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● Additionally, he advised the bankers in the audience to give SC-ST businesses priority when providing loan support so that they wouldn’t encounter any problems expanding their commercial
capacity.

4. Govt plans to set up 100 5G labs in the country, 12 as telecom incubators

● 100 laboratories for 5G technology: The government now intends to establish 5G laboratories
around the nation, a day after Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced the start of 5G services in
India at the Indian Mobile Congress.

● The Indian government intends to establish 100 5G laboratories around the nation, according to
Ashwini Vaishnaw, the Union Minister for Communications, Electronics, and Information Technology.

● Ashwini Vaishnaw asked and encouraged the telecom sector to unite and turn at least 12 of these

100 laboratories into incubators for the telecom industry to teach students and conduct experiments.

● It is not uncommon for telecom carriers to run 5G laboratories. Orange Jordan has opened the Or-

ange 5G Lab at Orange Digital Village in Abdali to investigate novel applications of this technology
and offer pertinent training.

● Earlier this month, the minister proposed during a visit to the Indian Institute of Technology Gandhinagar (IITGN) that a 5G use-case lab be established there.

● Union Minister Ashwini Vaishna even promised to build a 5G use case laboratory and a semiconductor laboratory at the Institute and urged IIT-GN to create a proposal.

5. Ajay Bhadoo appointed Dy Election Commissioner, Akash Tripathi MyGov’s CEO

● Senior bureaucrat, Ajay Bhadoo has been appointed as the Deputy Election Commissioner as part
of a senior-level bureaucratic reshuf le effected on Sunday by the Center.
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● Bhadoo, a 1999 batch Indian Administrative Service (IAS) of icer of the Gujarat cadre, has been
appointed to the post up to July 24, 2024.

● The Appointments Committee of the Cabinet approved the senior bureaucrat’s candidature.
● His two-month extension as Joint Secretary in the President’s Secretariat ended on September 25.
● He was appointed as Joint Secretary to former President Ram Nath Kovid in July 2020.
● Earlier, Bhadoo served as Gujarat’s Vadodara Municipal Commissioner.
6. USA beats China to win women’s basketball World Cup

● The United States defeated China (83-61) to win the International Basketball Federation (FIBA)
Women’s Basketball World Cup at the Sydney Superdome, Australia.

● The Americans bagged their fourth title in a row and 11th in total and have also sealed a spot at
the Paris 2024 Olympic Games.

● A’Ja Wilson and Chelsea Gray were the star performers for the US. Wilson contributed 19 points
and ive rebounds while compatriot Gray got 10 points and an impressive eight assists.

● For the Chinese, Yueru Li was the standout performer, with 19 points and 12 rebounds, only to
inish on the losing end. In the other game, Canada 95-65 in the third-place game.

● Australia’s legend Lauren Jackson scored a stellar 30 points that helped the hosts past Canada 9565 in the bronze medal match.

7. Suzlon Founder Tulsi Tanti, the man who harnessed wind, passes away at 64

● Tulsi Tanti, founder and chairman of wind turbine maker Suzlon Energy Ltd passed away. He was
64.
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● He was born in Gujarat and studied commerce and mechanical engineering.
● Tanti set up Suzlon in 1995 and spearheaded growth in the Indian wind energy sector by championing affordable and sustainable energy policies.

● Tanti started a textiles business and invested in two wind turbines in 1990 because of inadequate

power supply in his area, according to a pro ile note by the UNEP, which named him one of its
“Champions of the Earth” in 2009.

By Sameer Singhal
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National News

1. PM to inaugurate and lay foundation stone of projects worth over Rs 3,650 crore at Bilaspur
in Himachal Pradesh

● Prime Minister Narendra Modi will inaugurate and lay the foundation stone of projects over three
thousand 650 crores at Bilaspur in Himachal Pradesh today.

● Prime Minister will also dedicate AIIMS Bilaspur, to the state, which has been built at a cost of
over one thousand 470 crores. Other than AIIMS, Mr Modi will also inaugurate Hydro Engineering
College at Bandla, Bilaspur.

● Prime Minister will also lay the foundation stones of Medical Devices Park at Nalagarh and the
Four-lane project from Pinjore to Nalagarh. Mr Modi will also participate in Kullu Dussehra starting today.

● The much-awaited AIIMS Bilaspur, whose foundation stone was laid by Prime Minister Narendra
Modi in October 2017, will also be dedicated to the state today.

● Spread over 247 acres, this AIIMS hospital will have state- of-the-art facilities.
● The hospital is equipped with 24 hours emergency, latest diagnostic equipment, 18 modular operation theaters, 750 beds, and als o has a 30 bedded AYUSH block.

● The hospital will admit 100 students for MBBS and 60 students for nursing courses every year.
2. Festival of Vijaya Dashami being celebrated across country
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● The festival of Vijayadashmi or Dussehra is being celebrated across the country today.
● The festival is celebrated to remember Lord Ram’s victory over Ravana, marking the triumph of
good over evil. The day also marks the culmination of Navratri and Durga Puja.

● President Droupadi Murmu and Vice President Jagdeep Dhankhar have greeted the people on the
occasion of Vijayadashami.

● In a message, Ms Murmu said the festival of Vijayadashami is celebrated all over India as a symbol
of victory of good over evil, truth over untruth, morality over immorality.

● She added that in North India, it is celebrated as ‘Dussehra’ and the victory of Lord Rama over Ravana is animated through ‘Ravana Dahan’.

● President said Lord Rama’s message of ideal conduct and propriety has been inspiring to people
from generation to generation.

● In eastern India, the ‘Durga idol immersion’ ceremony is celebrated with enthusiasm on this day.
President said that this festival is an example of the cultural unity of India.

● She hoped that this festival continues to inspire people to imbibe the eternal life values of ethics,
truth and goodness and to live a life of peace and harmony.

3. ICSI celebrates its 54th foundation day in New Delhi

● Institute of Company Secretaries of India (ICSI) celebrated its 54th foundation day in New Delhi
today.

● The theme of this year was Building Governance Ecosystem for Sustainable Growth.
● Minister of State for Finance, Dr. Bhagwat Kishanrao Karad was the chief guest for the event.
● Addressing the event, Dr.Rao said, company secretaries, play an important role in making sure that
all the companies are following guidelines issued by the government.

● He further said, India is the ifth largest economy in the world and one of the factors behind this
success is the country’s corporates.

● Last year, 83.57 billion dollars in foreign investments came into the country and company secretaries had a big role in it.

● He said that with this progress, social justice and social development are also very important. He
added that it will help in uplifting the poor.
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4. Election Commission launches year-long voter awareness program on All India Radio

● The Election Commission today launched Matadata Junction, a year-long voter awareness program on All India Radio.

● A total 52-episode programme of 15-minute duration each will be broadcast every Friday on Vividh
Bharati stations, FM Rainbow, FM Gold and Primary channels of AIR.

● The Matadata Junction programme will be broadcast in 23 languages across the country.
● Chief Election Commissioner Rajiv Kumar launched the Program in the presence of Election Com-

missioner Anoop Chandra Pandey, CEO Prasar Bharati Mayank Kumar Agrawal and Director General AIR News Vasudha Gupta in New Delhi.

● Speaking on the occasion Mr. Kumar said that the programme will help in creating awareness
among the voters across the country.

● He added that each programme will be based on a particular theme of the electoral process.
● The Chief Election Commissioner also announced Actor Pankaj Tripathi as the National Icon of the
Election Commission. Earlier, he was the state icon of the ECI for Bihar.

5. Services continue to dominate medals tally at National Games with 39 Golds

● At the 36th National Games, Services continue to dominate the medals tally with 86 medals includ-

ing 39 golds, 24 silvers and 23 bronze, followed by Haryana with 65 medals including 24 gold, 22
silver and 19 bronze.

● Maharashtra is now in third place with 20 gold medals, 17 silver and 35 Bronze.
● Uttar Pradesh is now in fourth place with 18 gold medals, 13 silver and 9 bronze medals.
● Indian sprinter Jyothi Yarraji made history in the women’s 100m hurdles as she became the irst
Indian woman to run a sub-13s time to win the gold medal yesterday.
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6. World Teachers’ Day 2022

● World Teachers’ Day or International Teachers’ Day is observed every year on October 5.
● This is a day to celebrate, thank and honour teachers for their contributions to their students.
● On this day, many also come together and organise meetings, conferences and such to identify

problems being faced by teachers of the country as well as globally and ind solutions to those
issues.

● This year marks the 28th anniversary of World Teachers’ Day and the theme is “The Transformation of Education Begins with Teachers”.

7. PNB launches WhatsApp banking service

● PNB WhatsApp Banking Launched : The government- owned Punjab National Bank (PNB) announced that it has made banking services available to both clients and non- customers via
WhatsApp.

● Customers must save the of icial PNB WhatsApp number (919264092640) and start a conversation by texting a hello or hi to this number in order to enable the banking feature on WhatsApp.

● Before starting a chat, clients should make sure to verify the “green tick” next to PNB’s pro ile
name on WhatsApp to con irm that this is an actual WhatsApp banking account, according to the
statement.

● Currently, account holders of Punjab National Bank (PNB) may inquire about their balance, view

their most recent ive transactions, halt checks, and obtain cheque books using the WhatsApp
banking service.

● Online account opening, learning about bank deposit/loan products, digital goods, NRI services,

inding a branch or ATM, and opt-in and opt-out choices are additional educational services that
15
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would be offered to both account and non-account holders.

8. Pullampara declared irst fully digitally literate panchayat

● The Pullumpara village panchayat in the Thiruvananthapuram district, Kerala achieved the distinction of becoming the irst totally digitally literate panchayat in the country.

● The announcement was made by chief minister Pinarayi Vijayan at a public event.
● The mission to achieve total digital literacy was aimed at empowering the residents to get access
to over 800 government services available through the online mode.

● The residents were also trained to use social media platforms and basic banking services during
the training.

● The program to provide digital literacy to the residents of the Pullumpara village panchayat, ‘Digi

Pullampara’ was launched on August 15, 2021. After a year-long effort from the local body with
able support from the volunteers of the National Service Scheme (NSS) of ive engineering colleges, a higher secondary school and Kudumbashree workers, the mission was accomplished.

● A survey was held in 15 wards of the panchayat to identify the prospective trainees. Around 3,917

people were identi ied of which 3,330 were trained by the volunteers. The remaining were unable
to participate in the training due to age and health-related issues.

● The primary aim was to educate the bene iciaries to access around 800 online services provided
by the government of Kerala.

9. Adani Green commissioned world’s largest wind-solar power plant

● Adani Green Energy Ltd (AGEL) has commissioned the world’s largest wind-solar power plant of
600 MV capacity in Jaisalmer, Rajasthan.
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● The plant has a power purchase agreement with Solar Energy Corporation of India (SECI) at Rs
2.69/kWh for 25 years.

● The project consists of 600 MW solar and 150 MV wind plants.
● In May 2022, AGEL operationalized India’s irst hybrid power plant with a capacity of 390 MW in
Jaisalmer.

● The commencement of the 600 MW plant AGEL has a total operational generation capacity of 6.7
GW.

● This includes an operational hydropower generation capacity of 1 GW, the largest in the world.
● AGEL’s total renewable portfolio goes up to 20.4 GW to reach its vision of 45 GW capacity by 2030.

By Sameer Singhal
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National News
1. India emerges as largest producer of sugar in world

● India has emerged as the world’s largest producer and second largest exporter of sugar.
● In the Sugar Season 2021-22, a record of more than ive thousand lakh metric tons of sugarcane
was produced in the country.

● Out of this, 35 lakh metric ton sugar was diverted to ethanol production and 359 lakh metric ton of
sugar was produced by sugar mills.

● The Consumer Affairs, Food, and Public Distribution Ministry said, the season has proven to be a
watershed season for the Indian Sugar Sector.

● Records highest sugar exports of over 109 lakh metric tons have been registered.
● The Ministry said, supportive international prices and Central government Policy led to this feat
of the Indian

● Sugar Industry. These exports earned foreign currency of about 40 thousand crore rupees.

2. Nobel Prize in Chemistry jointly awarded to one Danish and two American scientists

● The Nobel Prize in Chemistry has been jointly awarded to Carolyn Bertozzi, Morton Meldal and

Barry Sharpless for their work on snipping molecules together, known as click chemistry. “Click”
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chemistry is about linking together molecules like those in living cells.

● Their work is used to explore cells and track biological processes and can be applied in cancer
treatment drugs.

● Johan Aqvist, a member of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences announced the winners at the
Karolinska Institute in Stockholm, Sweden today.

● The Nobel committee praised their work for making chemistry functional and said they had an
enormous impact on science.

● Americans Carolyn Bertozzi and Barry Sharpless, and Danish scientist Morten Meldal were cited
for their work on click chemistry and bioorthogonal reactions.

● These are used to make cancer drugs, map DNA and create materials that are tailored to a speci ic
purpose.

● Eighty-one-year-old Sharpless, who previously won a Nobel Prize in 2001 and is now the ifth
person to receive the award twice, irst proposed the idea of connecting molecules using chemical
“buckles” around the turn of the millennium.

3. SK Gupta assumes charge as GAIL CMD

● Sandeep Kumar Gupta assumed charge as the chairman and managing director of GAIL (India)
Limited. Gupta, who will replace Manoj Jain, has a wide experience of over 34 years in the oil and
gas industry.

● Before joining GAIL, he was working with Indian Oil Corporation (IOC) since 2019. Gupta, 56, is a
commerce graduate and a fellow of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India.

● In June, the Public Enterprises Selection Board (PESB) had selected him for the top role at GAIL
after interviewing 10 candidates.

● GAIL Limited is a central public sector undertaking under the ownership of the Ministry of Petro-

leum and Natural Gas, Government of India. It is headquartered in GAIL Bhawan, New Delhi. Its
operations are overseen by the Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas.

● GAIL is aligned with the government’s vision of having a gas-based economy wherein the share

of natural gas in the energy mix is to be taken to 15 per cent by the year 2030, Gupta said after
assuming the role.
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4. Sanjeev Kishore takes over as Director General Ordnance

● A 1985 batch of icer of the Indian Ordnance Factory Service (IOFS), Sanjeev Kishore has taken
over as the Director General of the Indian Ordinance Factory with effect from 01-10-2022 upon the
superannuation of M K Grag.

● Before taking over the charge of DGO (C &S), Kishore was the Additional Director of General Ordnance at the Directorate of Ordnance (Coordination & Services), Kolkata.

● Sanjeev Kishore has held many senior positions, including that of the irst CMD of Armoured Vehicles Nigam Ltd (AVNL), one of the seven new DPSUs formed by the Government of India in 2021.

● He has ensured a smooth transition of the Armoured group of factories from a Government de-

partment to a corporation. AVNL recorded pro it in its irst six months of operation under his
leadership.

● Prior to the appointment of CMD, Shri Kishore was also posted as the Senior General Manager of

Heavy Vehicles Factory (HVF) Avadi and General Manager of Opto Electronics Factory (OLF), Dehradun.

5. India’s economic growth to decline to 5.7% in 2022, says UNCTAD

● India’s economic growth is expected to decline to 5.7 per cent this year from 8.2 per cent in 2021,
citing higher inancing cost and weaker public expenditures, according to the forecast by the United
Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) Trade and Development Report 2022.

● The country’s GDP will further decelerate to 4.7 per cent growth in 2023, the top UN agency projected.
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● India experienced an expansion of 8.2 per cent in 2021, the strongest among G20 countries.
● As supply chain disruptions eased, rising domestic demand turned the current account surplus
into a de icit, and growth decelerated, the report stated.

● As supply chain disruptions eased, rising domestic demand turned the current account surplus
into a de icit, and growth decelerated, the report said.

● It noted that the Production-Linked Incentive Scheme introduced by the government is incentivis-

ing corporate investment, but rising import bills for fossil energy are deepening the trade de icit
and eroding the import coverage capacity of foreign exchange reserves.

6. WTO slashes global 2023 trade growth forecast to 1% as recession looms

● World merchandise trade volume growth is likely to slow to 1 per cent in 2023, down from the
previous forecast of 3 per cent made in April this year, per fresh estimates released by the WTO

● This is due to multiple shocks including the Ukraine war, high energy prices, in lation, and monetary tightening.

● While global trade in goods in 2022 is now predicted to grow at 3.5 per cent–better than the 3 per

cent estimated in April–it is expected to lose momentum in the second half of 2023, the report
pointed out.

● Slowdown in exports is expected in 2023 as import demand is likely to soften in major economies
with growth slowing down for different reasons.

● “In Europe, high energy prices stemming from the Russia-Ukraine war will squeeze household
spending and raise manufacturing costs.

● In the United States, monetary policy tightening will hit interest-sensitive spending in areas such
as housing, motor vehicles and ixed investment,” the WTO report said.

● China’s continued struggle with COVID-19 outbreaks and production disruptions paired with
weak external demand has also been identi ied as a major factor for trade growth slowing down.

By Sameer Singhal
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National News
1. MoS for Home, Ajay Kumar Mishra attends 30th RAF Anniversary Parade; says, RAF plays
key role to keep peace in country

● Union Minister of State for Home, Ajay Kumar Mishra today, October 7 said the Rapid Action Force
(RAF) is playing a key role in keeping peace in the country and helping the nation’s progress in all
spheres.

● Addressing the 30th RAF Anniversary Parade this morning in Hyderabad, the Minister said the
entire world is looking at India with respect.

● Stating that internal conditions are changing, the Minister said India is being recognised worldwide for its traditional knowledge and spiritual leadership.

● Lauding the expertise of the RAF in tackling emergency situations like disaster management, rescue, and relief operations, he said the force has been doing yeomen service.

● He said the government is making constant efforts to bring positive change and all development is

linked to peace. He further said efforts are also on to improve the conditions of the central police
forces.

● Fifteen battalions of the specialised RAF have been raised since 1992. Currently, the RPF battalions have been strategically located in 15 cities across the country.

2. International Solar Alliance’s Fifth Assembly to be held in New Delhi from October 17 to 20

● International Solar Alliance’s Fifth Assembly will be held in New Delhi from 17th to 20th October.
Power and New and Renewable Energy Minister R.K Singh will preside over the Assembly.

● He unveiled the curtain raiser to the Fifth Assembly of the International Solar Alliance today.
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● He said India’s pace of Energy Transition is the fastest in the world and International Solar Alliance
is absolutely essential for the planet’s goal of Energy Transition.

● The Minister said that solar energy is the cheapest source of energy.
● He added that solar and mini grids are the answer to the universal access of energy in the world.
India holds the of ice of the President of the ISA Assembly.

3. EAM S Jaishankar launches book “Modi@20: Dreams Meet Delivery” in Auckland

● External Affairs Minister Dr S Jaishankar on Thursday participated in the Kiwi Indian Hall of Fame

Awards 2022 and launched the book “Modi@20: Dreams Meet Delivery” in Auckland. New Zealand
Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern was also present during the event.

● The event felicitated members of the Indian community in New Zealand for their exceptional
achievements and contributions.

● Dr Jaishankar started his of icial engagements earlier today with a traditional Maori welcome.
● He appreciated the symbolism of the convening of two energies together.
● He also met New Zealand’s Leader of Opposition Christopher Luxon. Dr Jaishankar said India -New
Zealand relationship will advance with broad-based support and mutual efforts.

4. Defense Minister Rajnath Singh performs ‘Shastra Pooja’ at Auli Military Station in Uttarakhand on
occasion of Vijayadashami

● Defence Minister Rajnath Singh today stressed India believes in the principle that whole world is
one family but gives a be itting response if any outsider casts an evil eye.
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● Mr Singh said this while celebrating Vijaya Dashami performing Shastra Pooja with Jawans of
Armed Forces and ITBP personnel at Auli Military Station in Chamoli Uttarakhand.

● He said, the whole world acknowledged India’s growing stature and, India has emerged as one of
the key decision makers on all issues of international importance.

● Mr Singh said, India is heard with respect in international fora.
● The Minister reaf irmed that the entire nation has pride and faith in the capabilities of Jawans, and
their contribution towards safeguarding the country.

● Mr Singh applauded the role of the forces in securing the nation against external threats. He said,
this secure environment, has enabled India to pursue economic development and achieve new
heights of progress.

5. Govt appoints Justice Dinesh Kumar Sharma of Delhi High Court as Presiding of icer of UAPA Tribunal

● The government has appointed Justice Dinesh Kumar Sharma of the Delhi High Court as the Presiding of icer of the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Tribunal.

● The presiding of icer has been appointed to review the ban on the Popular Front of India (PFI) and
its associates.

● The centre has recently banned PFI for ive years, after seizing incriminating documents during
the search operations at the of ices of the out it and the residences of its of ice bearers.

6. Rest of India beat Saurashtra by eight wickets to win Irani Cup
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● The Rest of India’s side won the Irani Cup title after beating the Ranji Trophy Champion of 20192020 Saurashtra by eight wickets in Rajkot.

● Rest of India (ROI) chased down the 105-run target, with Abhimanyu Easwaran remaining undefeated on 63 runs while adding 81 runs and Kona Bharat not out at 27.

● Kuldeep Sen took most of the wickets in the irst innings against Saurashtra.
● ROI dominated Saurashtra from the opening day when they clean-bowled the opposing team for
98.

● The eight-wicket partnership of Jaydev Unadkat and Prerak Mankad, however, Kuldeep Sen
changed the game in the favor of ROI.

● Irani Trophy is also known as Mastercard Irani Trophy. It is a test match format cricket tournament

in India. It is played annually between the incumbent Ranji Trophy winners and the Rest of the
India Cricket Team.

● It is organized by the Board of Control for Cricket in India (BCCI).

7. Dr Vivek Murthy appointed as US representative on WHO executive board

● Indian-origin Dr. Vivek Murthy has been nominated by US President Joe Biden to serve as the
country’s representative on the Executive Board of the World Health Organization.

● Dr. Murthy will serve as the US Representative on WHO Executive Board and he will continue his
duties as the US Surgeon General.

● In March 2021, Dr. Vivek Murthy was con irmed to serve as the 21st Surgeon General of the Country.

● Previously, he served as the 19th Surgeon General under the Presidency of Barack Obama.
● Dr. Murthy as the nation’s doctor aims to draw attention to and work across the Government to
address several critical public health issues.

● Dr. Murthy is also the Vice Admiral of the US Public Health Service Commissioned Corps; he also
commands a uniformed service of over 6000 dedicated public health of icers.
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● He is the irst Indian-origin Surgeon General of the US, he was raised in Miami and graduated from
Harvard, the Yale School of Medicine, and the Yale School of Management.

8. Google to build its irst cloud region in Greece

● Alphabet Inc’s Google will set up its irst cloud region in Greece, giving a boost to the country’s
efforts to become a world cloud computing hub.

● The deal is estimated to contribute some 2.2 billion euros ($2.13 billion) to Greece’s economic
output and create some 20,000 jobs by 2030.

● The investment would enable organizations to better use their data, help improve low latency and
ensure users’ security in the face of cybersecurity threats.

● Since taking of ice in 2019, Mitsotakis’s conservative government has stepped up moves to diversify the economy and attract foreign investment and high-tech companies to the country which
emerged from a decade-long inancial crisis in 2018.

● Google’s investment comes two years after Microsoft Corp. decided to build a data centre hub in

the country. Amazon Inc’s cloud computing division also opened its irst of ice in Greece last year
to support what it said was a growing number of companies and public sector agencies using its
cloud services.

9. NASA and SpaceX’s historic Crew-5 launch to International Space Station

● A SpaceX rocket soared into orbit from Florida carrying the next long-term International Space

Station crew, with a Russian cosmonaut, two Americans and a Japanese astronaut lying together
in a demonstration of US-Russian teamwork in space despite Ukraine war tensions.

● SpaceX Crew5 astronauts, Russian cosmonaut Anna Kikina, NASA astronaut Josh Cassada, NASA
astronaut Nicole Mann and Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency astronaut Koichi Wakata pose for
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a photo as they leave the Operations and Checkout building before heading to Launch Pad 39-A at
the Kennedy Space Center in Cape Canaveral, for a mission to the International Space Station.

● The mission, designated Crew-5, marks the ifth full- ledged ISS crew NASA has lown aboard a
SpaceX vehicle since the private rocket venture founded by Tesla CEO Elon Musk began sending US
astronauts aloft in May 2020.

● The SpaceX launch vehicle, consisting of a Falcon 9 rocket topped with a Crew Dragon capsule
dubbed Endurance, lifted off into clear skies at noon from NASA’s Kennedy Space Center in Cape
Canaveral.

● The two-stage, 23-story-tall Falcon 9 ascended from the launch tower as its nine Merlin engines
roared to life in billowing clouds of vapor and a reddish-orange ireball.

By Sameer Singhal
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